some local cause, acting only on the Hindoos. The air, food and domestic arrangements of both classes were similar, except that the Mussulmans partook of animal food once or twice a week. The flesh of goats h is, however, not yet been recognized as a preventive against cholera, so I sought for another explanation of the exemption, and think that I found one in the drinking water. The Mussulman community living in nine of the ten houses drew their water from two wells situated in their own mahullah, and constructed especially for their use by two of their wealthier brethren. One of these wells was built fourteen years ago, and the other was finished in the early part of 1870; both were pucka, and were lined inside to the lowest water level with lime; their sides were smooth and unbroken, and their mouths were surrounded by elevated solid platforms, which sloped outwards, allowing spilt and surplus, water to flow into two small tanks. Filtration into these wells was prevented by the good construction of their walls, and the ingress from above of surface and refuse water was rendered impossible, by the elevated sloping platforms. People constantly using the water from these wells have remained free from cholera. The wells from which the Hindoo population drew their water were from twenty to thirty in number, and were constructed of small puclia bricks set in mud. They were evidently of great age, many of the bricks had fallen out, leaving large gaps in the "Bides of the wells. The mouths of the wells were, as a rule, at a lower level than the surrounding ground, the ground sloping downwards to the wells' mouth. Surface water naturally flows into them, and filtration can readily take place through their sides; they must, in fact, receive the drainage of a space of ground corresponding in area to their depth.
In the house of a Mussulman, the exception noted above, four deaths from cholera had occurred, and at the time of my visit, four of the inmates were suffering from the disease. This house is situated nearer one of the wells used by the Hindoos, than it is to those used by the Mussulmans, and water was taken from the former for the use of the household. The other poorwahs were situated to the north-west and southwest of the above. The former contained thirty-three houses, occupied by Thakoors, Brahmins, Koeeries, &c., and the latter forty-five houses occupied by people of the same castes. The putwarie could not give me the exact population, but the chief Tbakoor and he estimated it at seven hundred and thirty for the whole village. Cholera prevailed in all three poorwahs in 1868. The present outbreak was entirely confined to the one to the south-west. The first case, according to the putwarie, occurred on the 11th November, in the house of a Tellie, but one of the principal Thakoors informed me that two cases occurred in his own house several days before that date. The last case was on the 23rd November, on which day there were four deaths. The total mortality amounted to seventeen. The disease did not appear in either of the other two poorwahs, although there was constant communication between them and the infected one.
The drinking water for the whole village is taken from seven hutclia wells distributed as follows:?two to the eastern poorwah, two to the north-west one, and three to the southwestern one. Each poorwah had thus its own water-supply, separate from that of the others.
The conclusions to be drawn from the above facts are: first, that cholera is not so very infectious as is generally assumed, as is shown in Moostafabad by the Mussulman community remaining free from the disease, although their houses were contiguous to those of the Hindoo population, among whom cholera prevailed.
In Samalgunge, the disease did not spread beyond the village, and comparatively few persons were attacked within the village.
In Pessara and Sooreela the disease was limited to a welldefined portion of these villages, beyond which cases did not occur.
In the former village, a body of sixteen Chumars, distant only 25 yards from the houses in which cholera appeared, remained free from the disease.
Indly.?In the above recorded outbreaks of cholera the drinking water was the vehicle by which the disease was propagated, as is proved by the Mussulman population in Moostafabad having escaped, while the Hindoos were attacked, the watersupply of the two clases being different.
In Samalgunge, the disease not having spread by infection, did so probably through the drinking water supplied from the one well.
In Sooreela and Pessara the disease was entirely confined to those using water drawn from certain wells.
It does not, of coarse, follow from these instances that cholera can only be communicated through the drinking water. There are, no doubt, many other ways by which the disease is disseminated, and judging from what I witnessed during the late epidemic in the city of Jounpoor, the supplies ought to be classed among them. In Bunniah's shops and private houses which I entered, the grain, &c., for sale and family consumption, was lying in open baskets and gurrahs arranged on the floors, around the walls of a small room, where one or more cholera patient lay purging and vomiting. No vessel was placed to receive the discharges, the strings of the charpoy, the bedding and clothing became soiled, and vomited matters found a resting on the floor, or on the vessels containing the food and water. The sweepings of the floor were thrown into the surface cess-pool in the centre of the small compound, and were left there till the first rain-fall carried thera away into the nearest drain. The dhotie and bedding were washed at the nearest well mouth or tank, and prayers were offered to the gods to avert future evil.
In seeking for an explanation of the rapid spread of cholera among a community, we seem altogether to overlook the domestic arrangements and habits of the natives; when by a study of these in their every-day aspect, we find quite sufficient to account for all the phenomena connected with the disease, as usually observed in native cities and villages.
The little I have seen of cholera here and elsewhere, leads to the belief that the disease is of local origin, and that its spread is as easily prevented, had we the power and means, as any other of the "general diseases."
So long as the natives live as they now do, it is utterly hopeless to expect to prevent cholera, but we can mitigate its ravages by acting on the facts connecting the spread of the ? disease with the drinking water, and, by placing a pure and plentiful supply of such water within the reach of all, do what lies within us towards arresting the disease.
